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Your Journey
Starts Here…
This is the first step toward the
education and training you need to enter
the Maritime and Logistics industry

Four Sectors of the Maritime Industry
PORTS & LOGISTICS

MARINER & SEA-GOING

Ports and maritime-related transportation logistics move
everything we use as a society from the location of raw
materials, to areas of production and finally to market
where the good are sold. Our ports and transportation
systems are intermodal - moving from ship to train to
the roads on semi-trailers and back again.
We move raw materials and finished
goods to be sold to all corners of
the globe. The transportation and
logistics industry are dynamic
PORTS &
places to work where change
is the constant.
LOGISTICS

There are many careers that will allow you to have an
interesting and dynamic career - while traveling the
world on the high seas. Everything from maintaining
massive engines that power large ships, to piloting
vessels or cooking meals for those on board are
available jobs for those who want to travel the
globe via the high seas. Some jobs require
specific Coast Guard certifications
and study through our nation’s
maritime institutions while
others require a passport,
security clearance and a
willingness to work.

MARINER
& SEA-GOING

CRUISE SHIPS
& RECREATIONAL
BOATING
CRUISE SHIPS
& RECREATIONAL
BOATING
The cruise industry is a highly
profitable international activity,
and the fastest growing sector of
the travel, tourism and leisure industry.
The area of recreational boating is no different.
There is a large industry in the United States that
designs, produces, repairs and maintains cruise ships
and yachts. Mechanics, designers, engineers, service
technicians and marina personnel all work to keep the
cruise and recreational boating industry moving to
destinations all over the world.

SHIPBUILDING
& SHIP REPAIR

SHIPBUILDING
& SHIP REPAIR

The shipbuilding and ship
repair industries are some of our
nation’s largest and most dynamic
employers. These industries build and
repair all types of sea-going vessels from aircraft
carriers to submarines, from cargo ships to tugs and
barges. This industry takes on large-scale projects that
need a workforce that is flexible, dynamic and
motivated. Careers in shipbuilding and ship repair
provide skilled workers with an excellent wage and
career opportunities.

For more information,
visit our website at PortHouston.com

